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The Joy of Filing 

In this project, I have begun to make what every good teacher has as 

part of his work; I have made a file of sources, materials, and lesson 

plans which I will use as a Middle School teacher of English. I decided to 

undertake this project when I noticed that the public school teachers I 

worked with and my favorite professors had voluminous files of clipped 

articles, photocopied handouts, revised lesson plans, and ideas scribbled 

on scraps of paper. This was a part of scholastic life which I had not 

been forewarned. When I inquired about some of these files, their owners 

replied that once started, they were very easy to maintain, at times 

seeming to grow by themselves, but for this very reason, they were 

difficult to organize and keep under control. 

Upon considering ~ collected teaching materials, I realized that 

this was true for myself, as my "files" were in fact a haphazard pile of 

class notes and handouts collected in folders and notebooks. With student 

teaching and my first year of teaching looming on the horizon, I concluded 

that in order to be able to use this pile (which in effect represented my 

education thus far) sooner or later I was going to have to sort through and 

organize it. 

I have found this project to be valuable in many ways. In organizing 

the material for easier access, I have rediscovered ideas (and classes) of 

which I had totally forgotten. In reviewing and sorting the materials into 

various folders, I gained an interesting overview of my teaching 

education, and of how the various classes were related. It also 

highlighted for me the strengths and weaknesses of my preparation for 

teaching. In fact, after finding how little I had in many areas, thsi 

project became less of simply organizing files and more of finding 

materials for those files. For example, I discovered that I had few 

materials on teaching basic grammar. This reflects the fact that in only 
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two of my courses has the teaching of grammar been considered. Most of 

the contents of the "Grammar" folder are the articles and handouts from 

these classes (ENG 350 and ENG 412). The "Words I Vocabulary" and 

"Spelling" folders also contain materials from these classes. This 

material was clearly not enough to begin teaching, so I collected from an 

NCTE (National Council of Teachers of English) sourcebook, "Ideas for 

Teaching English in the Jr. High and Middle School," from the English 

Department Writing Center files, and from a Scott, Foresman and Co. 

workbook "Teacher's Resource Book: Language Structure and Use" the 

materials which are the following files: "N V ProN" (Nouns, Verbs, and 

Pronouns), "Adj & Adv" (Adjectives and Adverbs), "Prep" (Prepositions), 

"DO & 10 & Comp" (Direct Objects, Indirect Objects, and Complements), 

"Punctuation," and "Sent. Boundries." The "Sentence Combining" file 

includes nine worksheets which I designed for EDSEC 210 (Lab 

Experience) and for EDJHM 399 (Participation). Also, the "Punctuation" 

file includes a "Comma Rules" handout which I designed for a Writing 

Center workshop on commas. 

Although these files gave me a starting point for teaching grammar 

and mechanics, I don't think they're yet substantial enough. I have 

inlcuded few actual techniques for teaching grammar. For instance, as I 

began student teaching, I found that although I had the materials for 

teaching prepositions, I lacked any techniques for explaining prepositions 

to thirty students at a time. The "Fence Words" technique in the 

"Preposition" folder is an excellent technique my supervising teacher 

showed me. Obviously, as I start teaching, I will add more such 

techniques to strengthen my files. 

Unlike my grammar and mechanics oriented files, the folders I've 

organized around reading have much more material than I hope to ever be 

able to use. The "Reading" folder is a compilation of notes and handouts 

from ENG 412 (Reading Printed Materials) and EDRDM 421 (Reading in the 
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Middle School). I found this folder to have a lot of material which I 

wanted to study more in depth, e.g., the psycholinguistic views of 

teaching reading. But, the only area I've had a chance to pursue further is 

the "Cloze" file which is simply a set of five cloze tests I made to find 

the reading levels of my future seventh grade classes. 

The "Lit. Stuff" folder contains thirty-eight pages of literature 

activities from the NCTE Source book, ENG 350 (English Methods class) 

and EDRDM 421. Also included are copies of "Citizen's Request for 

Reconsideration of a Work" forms. Many of these activities actually deal 

with reading skills such as using the newspaper or dictionary. 

The "Adolescent Literature" folder has book reports and handouts for 

the following stories and books: "The Call of the Wild," "The Possibility 

of Evil," "The Sneaker Crisis," "Charles," "The Forgotten Door," "Romeo and 

Juliet," "The Most Dangerous Game," "Diary of Anne Frank," "A Christmas 

Carol," "All Summer In a Day," Close Enough to Touch, Prairie Song . .Exit 

from Home. The Talking Earth. One-Eyed Cat. Harry and Hortense at 

Hormone High, Homecoming. The Pigman's Legacy. I Will Call It Georgie's 

Blues. When No One Was Looking, I Stay Near You, The Cage. Back Home, 

God, the Universe and Hot Fudge Sundeas, It also includes notes from ENG 

414 (Adolescent Literature). Most importantly, the folder includes a list 

of about 280 books and a bibliography with two updated supplements on 

adolescent literature by Dr. Schulte. 

The section of the files which I find most exciting are those folders 

which are related to composition. This is not only because composition 

is my favorite area, but it is also the area in which I've done the most 

work. Among the thirty-two pages in the "Writing Topics" folder is a 

handout "Non-Report Topics!" which I made in my English methods class 

by asking each of my classmates to submit six to twelve compositioin 

ideas which I then compiled into a list. The sixteen pages in the 

"prewriting" file include a page on freewriting which I developed. 
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"Composition" was the file I used the most during student teaching, so it 

includes not only articles and activities from the NCTE Sourcebook, the 

Writing Center, and my English methods class, but also notes and 

handouts I developed during student teaching. The "Comp.(composition) 

Evaluation" folder also includes an "Essay Evaluation Sheet" which I made 

and used for small group work during student teaching. 

My favorite file though is without question the one entitled "Student 

Writings." This is simply a collection of some of the writings of the 

students I had during student teaching. I plan on using these with future 

classes as models for assignments, class discussion, and revision. 

The other files concerned with writing "Journal Writing," "Poetry," 

"Etymology," and "Business Letters" are of materials collected from my 

English methods class and the NCTE sourcebook. I added the "Freebies" 

catalogue as a project idea in which the students could write business 

letters for free products. The "English Composition Bibliography" folder 

is simply a copy of the "Bedford Bilbliography for Teachers of Writing" 

which I got as part of ENG 230 (Advanced Creative Composition). 

The remaining files are not unified around a single aspect of English 

education. The "English Methods" file contains the handouts and notes of 

my English methods course (ENG 350). The "S03R Study Skills" folder is 

mostly of handouts from my ENG 412 class ( Reading Printed Materials) 

and materials I found in the vertical files of the library at Lane Middle 

School where I student taught. The material in the "Films" and the 

"Video" folders is from English methods class. Some of the more 

interesting material is found in the "Learning Styles" file. All of this 

material, published by Anthony Gregorc, was copies from a conference on 

learning styles and was copied by a friend, Cindy Mueller. The 

"Inventories" file was collected from the Reading Printed Materials class 

and from Lane Middle School. My favorite inventory technique, mapping a 

class's social and academic webs I was told about from a fellow teacher, 
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David McKenzie. This method of mapping helped me immeasurably in my 

student teaching with discipline and assigning students into small 

groups. The "Oral Activities" folder is predominantly creative dramatic 

activities which I collected from a Viola Spolin book, Theater Games for 

the Classroom: A Teacher's Handbook, and English methods class. The 

"Discipline" folder includes classnotes, and handouts from a class in 

discipline, EDJHM 434. It also includes reviews of twenty-six books on 

discipline techniques. 


